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DEDICATION
To the curious, may you never stop asking questions.
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Motivation
Despite the recent emergence of renewable energy sources, the United States remains heavily
reliant on fossil fuels to produce energy to be used in the power grid. While these renewable
sources such as wind and solar are expected to account for a greater percentage of American energy
production in the coming years, fossil-fueled plants are likely to remain in service for several
decades. In 2019, coal and natural gas sources accounted for 59.1% of the electricity generated in
the United States (Figure 1). Accordingly, the power plants that utilize these fuels need to be
maintained and upgraded to meet the growing power demand and minimize their CO2 emissions.

Figure 1. Flow chart from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory showing the various energy
sources and consumptions in the United States in 2019. Energy is given in units of Quads, the
standard unit of measurement for the U.S. Department of Energy. 1 Quad = 1015 BTU. [1]
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A viable option to reduce CO2 output is to retrofit existing plant systems with a process called
chemical looping combustion (CLC). CLC is an industrial technique that would deliver oxygen to
the fuel for combustion, bypassing the usual need for direct air-fuel contact. This process could
improve the efficiency of carbon sequestration during combustion of fossil fuels via intrinsic
separation of N2 from the oxygen source (air) by using oxygen carrier (OC) materials [2].
Theoretically, flue gas produced from this process would be entirely carbon dioxide and water.
The water is easily separated by condensation and the only remaining product is sequestrationready carbon dioxide [3]. The OCs are solid ceramic particles, usually tens to hundreds of microns
in width. These materials typically contain a large quantity of oxygen and should be able to release
and absorb it effectively during CLC. This process is similar to oxy-fuel combustion, the process
that uses pure oxygen instead of ambient air in a combustion setting. However, the use of OCs in
CLC mitigates the significant energy costs of producing the pure oxygen needed for oxy-fuel
combustion while still providing a source of pure oxygen [4]. The thermodynamic efficiency is
improved as well; N2 is largely unreactive under power plant combustion conditions and therefore
a lot of heat is wasted when air is the oxygen source for combustion because it is mostly N2.
Additionally, the exhaust gas would, theoretically, be entirely water and high-purity CO2, making
carbon capture systems cheaper and more efficient since they would not need to separate N2 or any
NOx byproducts from the CO2 before sequestration.

1.2 Invention of Chemical Looping
The chemical looping process was first developed in the 1950s by scientists working at Standard
Oil Development Company as a means of commercially producing high-purity CO2 from
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carbonaceous substances, such as methane [5]. Their primary goal was to find a means of removing
N2 from the process’ products, much like in the present study. The OC specified in the patent was
hematite (Fe2O3), a reasonable choice given its low cost and availability. The oxide would act in
lieu of ambient air as the oxygen source for the combustion reaction. The process was developed
to utilize two reaction vessels equipped with fluidized or moving beds to maximize the OC’s
exposure to the reaction gases (Figure 2). One (the fuel reactor) would be a reducing environment
and the other (the air reactor) an oxidizing environment. Their expected reduction and oxidation
reactions were, respectively [5]:
C + 6 Fe2 O3 → CO2 + 4 Fe3 O4
4 Fe3 O4 + O2 → 6 Fe2 O3

(1)
(2)

Where (1) occurs in the fuel reactor and (2) in the air reactor. The general forms of these respective
reactions in a chemical looping process are [6]:
C𝑛 H𝑚 + (2𝑛 + 𝑚)M𝑥 O𝑦 → 𝑛CO2 + 𝑚H2 O + (2𝑛 + 𝑚)M𝑥 O𝑦−1
2M𝑥 O𝑦−1 + O2 → 2M𝑥 O𝑦
Where M is an arbitrary metal.
This procedure allowed for oxygen to be separated from the N2 in air via a high-temperature
oxidation reaction with the OC in the oxidizing environment before being liberated once the OC
was transferred into the reducing environment. The reduced OC would be then returned to the air
reactor to oxidize once more and the process continues in this loop.
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Figure 2. Basic schematic of a modern chemical looping reactor
1.3 Chemical Looping Combustion
Thirty years passed before the process was considered for applications in energy production.
Scientists at the Tokyo Institute of Technology worked in the 1980s and 1990s to develop an
applied model of CLC. Instead of hematite, they utilized natural gas (CH4) as their reducing agent
and fuel while NiO was the OC. The material was favored as it possessed excellent oxygen
exchange characteristics and was mechanically stable under the desired conditions. This group was
able to determine that this process could allow for plant thermal efficiencies as high as 55.1% via
the minimization of exergy destruction during the combustion and heat exchange processes [7].
They developed a system that utilized two reactors. One operated at 530°C for the endothermic
reduction reaction while the other operated at 1200°C to facilitate the exothermic oxidation
reaction. They stated the following two reactions would occur in the reduction and oxidation
reactors, respectively [7]:
CH4 + 4 NiO → CO2 + 2 H2 O + 4 Ni
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4 Ni + 2 O2 → 4 NiO
They also observed that the O2 diffusion through the NiO OC was very slow, which slowed the
rate at which NiO could be converted to metallic Ni during reduction. This problem was solved
via the addition of yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) (ZrO2 with 8% Y2O3). This ceramic was
added in a 2:3 ratio with NiO. Due to YSZ’s O2 exchange abilities, the conversion rate of NiO to
Ni was greatly improved. In addition to aiding the reaction kinetics of the material, the YSZ also
improved its structural integrity in the harsh environment.
Since Ishida and Jin’s [7] work in applying this process for power generation, there has been a
concerted scientific effort over the past 25 years towards adapting this technology to demands in
the energy sector. Developments have focused on aspects such as process engineering,
computational thermodynamics, metallurgical engineering, and materials engineering. Despite this
seemingly significant amount of scientific investment, CLC has not seen commercial deployment
and currently does not exist beyond the pilot scale [8, 9].
1.4 Oxygen Carrier Requirements
Solid materials are more favorable in CLC than a liquid or gaseous oxidizer due to their reusability,
ease of implementation, and stability. Transition metal oxides are the primary target in OC material
studies due to their ability to transition between different oxidation states and the high oxygen
ratios in these materials [8]. These materials are often supported on a ceramic to improve their
structural integrity and O2 diffusion kinetics [7]. In addition to a metal oxide that can easily
exchange

oxygen

in

the

targeted

industrial

conditions,

the

OC

should

be

[8]:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Physically stable under repeated oxidation/reduction cycles at high temperature
Appropriate for use in a fluidized bed system
Resistant to agglomeration
Resistant to friction and mechanical stresses
Environmentally benign/non-hazardous
Economical

The NiO that served as the model CLC OC in the 1980s was quickly abandoned due to its high
cost and toxicity [10]. The Fe2O3 OC employed during the invention of chemical looping in the
1950s is still studied, but often disregarded due to its slow reaction rate relative to comparable
transition metal oxides [11, 12]. Single metal oxides of Ni [7], Cu [13-16], Fe [15, 17-21], Mn
[22], and Co [8] have all been considered; however, no single one of those materials of those could
satisfy all the requirements specified above.
A current approach to producing an OC that is being explored is to use a bimetallic oxide that
capitalizes on the positive effects of a combination of two different metal oxides that overcomes
the negative effects of each [23]. In the past 10 years, much of the research related to OC
development has shifted towards bimetallic oxides. These oxides are usually ferrites, since Fe2O3
is extremely cheap as a component, it is applicable in the CLC process, and it retains its structural
integrity in the required industrial conditions. However, Fe2O3 is not sufficiently reactive to act as
an OC by itself, so it is paired with a more reactive oxide [2-4, 6, 17, 24, 25]. The most common
pairing is Fe2O3 and CuO. In such a system, the addition of Fe2O3 improves structural integrity,
agglomeration resistance, and some oxygen exchange while the CuO’s higher reactivity makes it
the primary phase in oxygen transfer. These oxides also combine to form CuFe2O4 spinel and are
usually supported on alumina [3]. The spinel’s generic crystal structure is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. General spinel crystal structure. CuFe2O4 is an inverse spinel; Cu2+ occupies the
octahedral sites, Fe3+ occupies tetrahedral sites, and Fe2+ is divided between the two sites [26,
27].
The present study is part of a greater effort by the United States Department of Energy to evaluate
the potential of CLC technology as well as identify and resolve technical issues in order to develop
commercial-scale chemical looping facilities that produce power at an affordable cost and reduce
carbon emissions [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the viability of various types of OCs for
this application and understand their strengths and limitations in order to optimize them for
repeated use when in-service.
Other studies on the spinel at the National Energy Technology Laboratory’s (NETL) 50 kWth pilotscale CLC reactor in Morgantown, WV (Figure 4 and 5) have also been underway for several years
to characterize the material’s behavior in similar conditions to what would be expected in a real
industrial application.
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Figure 4. Photograph of NETL-Morgantown's CLC reactor (left) along with scanning electron
micrographs of the two OCs (right). Figure reprinted with permission from Siriwardane et al,
2018 [3]
The spinel used in these tests, as well as the present study, is the 2nd generation of the material. In
the 2nd generation, the OC was modified to improve material applicability for CLC by utilizing a
different manufacturing technique, but the same chemistry compared to the previous generation.
The previous generation was prepared in a process that involved spray drying while the current
batch utilized tumbling. While the tumbled material exhibited lower methane conversion rates in
pilot-scale tests, it was only 5 – 8% less than the spray-dried sample. Furthermore, the 2nd
generation allowed for more stable temperatures in the reactor and microanalysis showed they
were far more resistant to fine particle loss within the dynamic environment inside the reactor [3].
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Figure 5. Schematic of NETL-Morgantown's pilot-scale CLC reactor. Figure reprinted with
permission from Siriwardane et al, 2018 [3].
This study will focus on evaluating the CuFe2O4-based 2nd generation OC material for its ability
to exchange oxygen in simulated industrial conditions: 800°C in alternating oxidizing and reducing
environments.
The 2nd generation OC, contains both CuFe2O4 and an alumina support, which is not expected to
be altered significantly during cycling. The Cu-Fe-O phase diagram at 800°C and 1 atm is shown
in Figure 7, below. CuFe2O4, is labeled as Sp2, and is a very small field (circled for clarity). As
the oxygen partial pressure in the reaction gas is reduced, the stable composition will change. The
Cu/Fe ratio is not expected to change during reduction, so the trajectory of the total composition
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is predicted to follow path through the diagram that represents a constant Cu/Fe ratio (indicated
by a dashed line). Therefore, the material is predicted to pass through one or more of the phase
fields represented in Figure 6Error! Reference source not found., depending on how much
oxygen is removed during reduction. Predicted phases that will be formed include CuFeO2, Fe2O3,
Cu-rich (fcc2), Fe3O4 (Sp1), FeO, and Fe-rich (bcc) alloys.

Figure 6. Ternary phase diagram of the Cu-Fe-O system at 800°C from Shishin et al., 2013 [28].
Circle and dashed line added.
While the equilibrium phase diagram shows thermodynamically stable phases as a function of
overall composition, it does not contain information about phase stability as a function of partial
pressure, which is relevant for the cycling of OCs. The thermodynamically stable phases that are
expected to develop from a CuFe2O4 spinel at 800°C as oxygen partial pressure decreases is given
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in Figure 7, which was generated with FactSage, a thermodynamic modeling software
manufactured by Thermfact.1 From the figure, spinel is predicted to begin to reduce at pO2 ≤ 0.01
and eventually reduced into metallic copper and iron when the oxygen partial pressure drops low
enough.

Figure 7. Thermodynamic calculations from FactSage showing predicted phases of the Cu-Fe-O
system for a range of oxygen partial pressures at 800°C.

In this work, OC will be characterized both in-situ using confocal scanning laser microscopy
(CSLM) and after treatment using x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
imaging, and spectroscopy.

1

Thermfact Ltd., Mount Royal, QC, Canada
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 National Energy Technology Laboratory’s 2nd Generation CuFe2O4 Oxygen Carrier
The OC in this study will be exposed to a series of alternating oxidizing and reducing exposures
to assess its ability to transition between oxidized and reduced states. This is meant to evaluate the
material’s potential viability in similar conditions in a commercial setting.
The material used in this study was a 2nd generation CuFe2O4 spinel supported on alumina in the
form of rounded particles 200 – 600 μm in diameter with porous interiors meant to increase the
surface area available for oxygen exchange (Figure 8). These particles were developed at NETL
and manufactured by Nexceris using a proprietary process that involved preparing a mixture of 30
wt.% CuO, 30 wt.% Fe2O3, and 40 wt.% alumina [3], with the Fe- and Cu-bearing phases forming
a spinel-structured solid solution. X-Ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of the as-received material
showed that, after processing, the bulk chemical composition was altered to 37.49 wt.% CuO,
31.32 wt.% Fe2O3, and 31.19 wt.% alumina [25].
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Figure 8. Photograph of the as-received particles of NETL’s 2nd generation CuFe2O4 material
2.2 Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy
2.2.1 In-Situ Observations at High Temperature
An Olympus2 OLS 3100 CSLM with a 408 ± 5 nm laser and white-light imaging was employed
in this experiment. It was used to observe changes in the particles during exposure to oxidizing
and reducing environments during isothermal annealing at 800°C in a controlled-atmosphere
furnace equipped with an observation window. The schematic cross-section of the interior and
laboratory setup are shown in Figure 9 and 9. The laser scan can ascertain the volume, surface
area, and roughness of individual particles.

2

Olympus Corp. of the Americas, Center Valley, PA, United States
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Figure 9. Photograph of the CSLM and furnace (circled) along with the gas delivery system and
computer hardware
The CSLM is able to measure these physical attributes of the particles via optical sectioning.
Images are taken at regular intervals along the scope’s z-axis and stacked to create a threedimensional reconstruction of the region of interest. The apparatus uses an aperture to block outof-focus light so that each image in a stack represents the part of the subject that is in focus at that
z-value [29]. The three-dimensional reconstruction takes the form of a surface of points and the
surface area, roughness, and volume under this surface can be measured using the systems’
analytical software.
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Figure 10. Cross-section illustration of the controlled-atmosphere furnace utilized in this
experiment. Note the laser returns to the detector along the same path as the incident beam.
Despite the microscope’s capabilities, there are a few drawbacks. First, since the laser illuminates
the sample from the top down, it cannot view the undersides of rounded particles as they lie in the
“shadow” of the upper half of the particle. However, since this issue affects all samples equally, it
is an acceptable drawback to using this measurement technique. Another limitation is that the laser
scan is not as rapid at taking a photograph, which can be done in a few milliseconds. Each laser
section needs to be scanned individually and the stage must be moved up in between each scan.
The total amount of time will vary depending on the height difference between each scan and the
scan range. For the particles in this experiment, scans took 90 - 120 seconds. The exact time varied
according to the particles’ differing diameters. Therefore, this technique is not well-suited for
measuring rapid physical changes. While this study is concerned with physical changes that occur
in the particles over the course of hours, some changes that initiated and completed within two
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minutes were observed in the live video that was captured simultaneously with the laser scans.
While these relatively rapid changes can be discussed qualitatively based on the video, they cannot
be measured using the laser beyond a simple before/after comparison.
The furnace, known as a double-ellipsoid reflective furnace, was custom-built by Yonekura3 to be
used in conjunction with the CSLM. The ellipsoids overlap such that they share a focus in the
center of the furnace, where the sample holder and thermocouple are located. Instead of traditional
heating elements, the furnace employs two 250 W halogen lightbulbs to produce its heat. The bulbs
are centered at the foci of the ellipsoids so that their light is maximally concentrated on the sample
located at the common focus. To aid in heat production and efficiency, the walls of the chamber
are lined with gold and thoroughly cleaned after every test to keep them as reflective to infrared
as possible. This setup allows for the heat to be extremely concentrated; therefore, temperatures
and heating rates can be achieved in these furnaces that are well beyond the capabilities of
traditional element-based furnaces as the temperature can differ by hundreds of degrees between
the focus and the walls of the furnace. Additionally, the furnace is gastight, allowing for different
gases to be introduced into the sample chamber during experiments. The current apparatus is able
to utilize and mix up to eight different gases. The gases can also be optionally passed through a
pair of oxygen filters if a low-oxygen (down to 0.0001%) environment is desired.
The oxidizing environment consisted of 23% O2 with N2 balance. The reducing environment
consisted of 10% CO with Ar balance. The reducing environment is predicted to have an oxygen
partial pressure on the order of 10-20 atm. The reason for using the 23% O2 mixture instead of the
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Yonekura Mfg. Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan
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21% typically found in atmospheric air is that the commercial reactors to which CLC would be
applied commonly use O2-enriched air to facilitate more efficient combustion. The gas flow rate
for both mixtures was 50 mL/min. The reduction reactions are predicted to be [12]:
CuO + CO → Cu + CO2
3 Fe2 O3 + CO → 2 Fe3 O4 + CO2
The oxidation reactions are expected to be:
2 Cu + O2 → 2 CuO
4 Fe3 O4 + O2 → 6 Fe2 O3
All sample exposures were performed at ambient pressure. Approximately 5 mg of the OC was
placed in an alumina crucible in a monolayer such that none of the particles were stacked on top
of each other. This ensured that all particles being treated received equal exposure to the reaction
gases. The sample was massed prior to and post treatment. During exposure, the sample was heated
from ambient temperature to 800°C at a rate of 800°/min. After heating, the temperature was
allowed to stabilize for five minutes. After this period had elapsed, one or two individual particles
in the sample were scanned with the laser and the timed portion of the experiment began. A scan
was taken every five minutes for the first hour and every thirty minutes thereafter until three hours
of exposure had elapsed. At this time, the furnace was shut off and the sample rapidly cooled back
to room temperature. If subsequent treatments were planned, the sample would be cooled and
stored in the furnace in the reaction gas. If it was the final exposure, it would be quenched with 60
mL/min He while the reaction gas was shut off and removed from the furnace for post-exposure
analysis. The particles of interest were scanned at ambient temperature before and after exposure
to account for thermal expansion.
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These treatments were performed progressively, alternating between the two gas mixtures. This
approach produced four exposure conditions in addition to the as-received control sample. The
first consisted of particles that were exposed to the oxidizing environment for three hours before
quenching (Ox). The second consisted of particles that were exposed to three hours in oxidizing,
cooled to room temperature, then exposed to three hours of reducing gas (Ox-Red). The third
consisted of particles exposed to three hours in oxidizing, three hours in reducing, and three in
oxidizing again, cooling between each treatment (Ox-Red-Ox). Finally, the fourth set of samples
was exposed the three hours in oxidizing, three hours in reducing, three hours in oxidizing again,
and three hours in reducing to conclude (Ox-Red-Ox-Red). A supplemental experiment showed
that cooling the sample between treatments negligibly affected the CSLM data relative to samples
that were treated in these conditions without cooling between gases.
2.2.2 Post-Processing and Data Analysis
The 3D scan data for all experiments were analyzed using Olympus’ accompanying analytical
software, LEXT. To obtain volume and surface area data, a single particle within the scanned
image was selected for analysis. The particle needed to remain within the field of view during the
entire exposure and not drastically alter its orientation during treatment. Once a suitable candidate
was identified, it was highlighted using a hand-drawn region of interest tool in the software such
that none of the other particles in the image would be measured.
Since the 3D scan’s range included an area below the bottom of the crucible, it was necessary to
limit the volume measured to be bounded by the crucible bottom. To do this, the software’s
profilometer was employed. This tool was used to determine where the bottom of the crucible was
in the 3D image so the lower bound of the volume measurement could be set there (the upper
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bound was the surface of the particle). Since the data contained some noise, the “flat” crucible
bottom exhibited some peaks and valleys. This made it difficult to determine where the “true”
bottom was. To overcome this difficulty, the volume was measured twice: once with the lower
bound at the same level as the lowest valley in the profile and once with it at the same level as the
highest peak in the profile. The two measurements were averaged and the range of values observed
is reported in the error bars in the plots of volume and surface area in the Results Section.
Roughness was measured separately. For this, a 100 μm x 100 μm square region of interest was
selected on the flattest part of the top of the particle in question. Then, the software determined the
roughness within that region. The specific type of roughness measured was Sz, or maximum height
roughness. The results are the difference between the highest peak and the lowest valley within
the area of interest.
2.3 Post-Exposure Microanalysis
In addition to in-situ observations of physical changes, post-exposure characterization of the
samples was conducted in order to characterize microstructural, chemical, and phase changes that
had occurred. An FEI4 Inspect F SEM equipped with a backscatter detector (BSD) and an Oxford5
Inca X-Act energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscope (EDX) was used to observe compositional
distributions and microstructural changes. SEM analysis was performed on both whole particles
to characterize changes that occurred on the surface as well as on particle cross sections. The cross
sections were made by separating a portion of the treated sample and vacuum mounting it in epoxy.

4
5

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States
Oxford Instruments, High Wycombe, United Kingdom
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The samples were then cut in half and polished to 0.05 μm using silicon carbide lapping paper.
The samples were coated in palladium prior to analysis.
In addition to SEM, XRD was performed on the samples in order to characterize the crystalline
phases. The samples were ground in a shatterbox after exposure to prepare them for XRD. A
Rigaku6 Ultima III utilizing the Cu Kα wavelength of 1.5406 Å with a scan rate of 2° per minute
was used to perform powder diffraction with Bragg-Brentano geometry on pulverized samples to
understand how the bulk phases changed during the various stages of exposure.

6

Rigaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan
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3. Results
3.1 CSLM Observation of In-Situ Physical Changes
Figure 11 shows true-color 3D renderings of the CSLM data at several points in the Ox-Red-OxRed treatment, all at 800°C. The images were created by overlaying an image from the CSLM’s
white-light camera with the surface plot generated by the laser scan. The plots of volume, surface
area, and roughness were derived from analyzing data such as this. The volume changes of
particles measured by CSLM during the in-situ oxidation and reduction cycles is shown in Figure
12. All measurements are relative to the original volume as measured by the CSLM at ambient
temperature prior to the start of the experiment. The error bars represent the uncertainty in the
height measurement caused by the rough crucible surface serving as the baseline height, as
described in Section 2.2.2. Similarly, Figure 13 shows the surface area change relative to the
original and Figure 14 shows the Sz roughness. Aside from thermal expansion, varying amounts
of change in the volumes of the particles were observed in the sample during the first oxidation.
The particles’ volumes either remained constant (within the uncertainty) or decreased by 2 - 18%,
as shown in Figure 12. Sintering is a highly plausible mechanism causing the reduction in volume
over the course of the treatment; however, it is uncertain if it is adequate to explain the spread in
volume change of the four samples during the first long-term oxidation exposure. Additionally,
volume change due to sintering is expected to correlate with a decrease in the particle’s surface
area, which was not observed (Figure 13).
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Figure 11. Progression of true-color 3D-rendered images of the region of interest in the Ox-RedOx-Red specimen at 800°C
The surface area and roughness values saw a sizeable increase during the first exposure to an
oxidizing condition for all four samples (Figure 13 and 13). The surface area increased by 50300% during initial oxidation and the roughness by 100-400%. These results are unexpected; if
the surface area and roughness were increasing due to thermal expansion, these increases would
be expected to cease after the sample’s temperature stabilized, which occurred within the first five
minutes of the treatment. Additionally, these effects would be expected to be observed on each gas
exposure; however, they are only noted during the first oxidation for all of the samples. Finally,
the magnitude of the change is too large to be caused by thermal expansion, especially when taken
in the context of the volume change data.
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Figure 12. In-situ volume measurements of individual particles of the 2nd generation spinel OC.

Figure 13. In-situ surface area measurements of individual particles of the 2nd generation spinel
OC. The error bars are smaller than the markers on some data points.
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Figure 14. In-situ roughness measurements of individual particles of the 2nd generation spinel
OC
When the gas was switched to the reducing mix for the second three-hour exposure for the OxRed, Ox-Red-Ox, and Ox-Red-Ox-Red samples, the particles’ volumes increased dramatically and
rapidly (Figure 12 and 14). the expansion initiated and completed within 90 seconds. The volume
of the three measured particles increased after the first reducing exposure by 6 - 12% relative to
the original volume (Figure 12). Given the very large variations in the volume reduction during
the first oxidation exposure, it is striking that the reduction caused the three samples to have the
same volume increase relative to the original volume within the error of the measurements.
The surface area and roughness both dropped drastically as the surface of the particles became
smooth during expansion. Changes in the appearance of the particles’ surfaces were noted before
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and during isothermal expansion during the first reduction of Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample (Figure
15). Slow-growing bright spots were observed forming on the particle’s surface after about 70
minutes in the first reduction treatment. These spots did not disappear during the subsequent
oxidation treatment but disappeared during the second reducing treatment. It was noted that they
disappeared under the same conditions in which they were formed. The particle brightened overall
during the second oxidation and darkened again during the final reduction.
Following the rapid initial volume change during the first reduction, the volume remained fairly
constant throughout the remainder of the exposure (Figure 12), as did the surface area (Figure 13)
and roughness (Figure 14). This indicates that a large portion of the reactions contributing to
oxygen exchange occurs very rapidly during reduction.

Figure 15. True color CSLM image of a particle of the material at 800°C before (left) and after
(right) the first three-hour reducing treatment of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red exposure; the dashed line
indicates the samples area prior to the reducing treatment; note how the particle has expanded
beyond this boundary following reduction
The volume change that occurred during the first reduction is not reversed when the sample is
oxidized a second time. Little to no change was observed as the fluctuations in the volume
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remained within the uncertainty, but the final room temperature volume was about 1-2% greater
than the initial measurement that was taken before this oxidizing exposure for all samples. The
same behavior was noted when the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample was subject to its second three-hour
reducing exposure.
3.2 X-Ray Diffraction Results
Figure 6 shows XRD results from pulverized OC samples in the as-received conditions and after
each exposure. The as-received samples show peaks that may be identified with expected alumina and the CuFe2O4 spinel phases. Comparison of the as-received and Ox scans indicates
negligible phase transformations occurred when the as-received sample was in an oxidizing
atmosphere at 800°C (Figure 16). The same peaks, notably from the spinel and alumina phases,
are visible in both the as-received data and that from the Ox sample, with no other phases’ peaks
appearing. Note that the Pt peaks in the Post Ox data are from a sample holder and not from the
sample itself.
XRD of the Ox-Red sample (Figure 16) has prominent copper peaks, indicating that elemental
copper is being produced from the spinel during reduction. There were no observable peaks of Fe
or an Fe-bearing phase, although an Fe-rich phase was observed in the SEM, as will be described
in Section 3.3.2. It is likely that an Fe-rich phase is being produced, but not in sufficient quantities
to be seen on the XRD spectrum.
XRD analysis of the sample that had been oxidized a second time following reduction (Ox-RedOx) showed a spectrum that closely matched that of the as-received sample. The Cu peaks that
were visible in the sample after reduction were totally absent. The Cu peaks reappeared on the
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spectrum for the sample that had received four treatments (Ox-Red-Ox-Red), ending with a second
reduction. There were no signs of a new Fe-rich phase in this spectrum. This is likely due to its
low abundance on the surface.
The XRD results are encouraging in that they show the cyclic oxidation and reduction of copper,
but the thermodynamic profile of this material (Figure 7 in Section 1.4) showed that the formation
of Fe-rich phases is thermodynamically favorable under the reducing conditions. It is unclear why
they are not apparent in the XRD, while the Cu is so prominent; however, it is likely related to the
diffusion of oxygen through both the grain and the whole particles that limits how quickly the Febearing phase can be altered.
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Figure 16. XRD spectra of the pulverized samples using powder diffraction; note how
composition varies cyclically with alternating redox treatments.
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3.3 SEM Analysis of Microstructural and Chemical Changes
SEM imaging and EDX were used to characterize the morphology and the distribution of the
chemical components of the as-received and exposed OCs. This analysis was performed on both
the particle surfaces (Section 3.3.1) and polished cross-sections (Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).
3.3.1 EDX Mapping of the OC Surface Evolution
EDX maps were taken of the surface of particles from the four samples after their final exposure
in order to track changes in chemical distributions. These regions were selected in the tops of the
particles, as these would provide surfaces that were as close as possible to perpendicular to the
incident electron beam. This would produce the best-quality EDX results. Areas were selected that
were representative of the batch as a whole. Figure 17 through 20 show EDX maps of the surface
of the as-received, Ox, Ox-Red, Ox-Red-Ox, and Ox-Red-Ox-Red samples, respectively. The
distribution of Fe and Cu appears fairly uniform in both the as-received (Figure 17) and Ox (Figure
18) samples. Oxygen is expected throughout both the alumina and spinel phases, but the
distribution appears non-uniform, which appears to be related to the surface topography.
The elemental distribution maps of the Ox-Red sample (Figure 19) show segregation of the Fe and
Cu. The areas of higher Cu abundance were correlated with areas of low Fe abundance as was the
case with the line scans of this sample (Figure 27), which will be described in Section 3.3.3. The
second oxidation of the Ox-Red-Ox sample does not return the Cu and Fe to their originally
uniform distribution, though it may be slightly more uniform than after the first reduction (Figure
20). After two reduction treatments (Ox-Red-Ox-Red), the Cu-rich and Fe-rich regions begin to
appear to be related to regions to different surface features. The Cu-rich region corresponds to a
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region that is developing a nanoscale layered structure visible in the BSE image; the Fe-rich area
has a smoother surface appearance (Figure 21). These phases appear slower to develop and thus
require more exposure time before they are apparent in SEM imaging. Some regions of Feenrichment are anticorrelated with the other phases (Figure 19). This distribution was observed on
the two samples that had been exposed further (Figure 20 and 20) as well, suggesting that the Cu
and Fe do not reintegrate into a spinel phase when the OC is exposed to the oxidizing condition.

Figure 17. BSE image and EDX maps of the surface of the untreated as-received sample. The
distribution of the Fe and Cu appear fairly uniform.
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Figure 18. BSE image and EDX maps of the surface of the Ox sample. As in the as-received
maps, the Fe and Cu distributions appear relatively uniform.

Figure 19. BSE image and EDX maps of the surface of Ox-Red sample. Note how the Fe and Cu
maps no longer appear uniform and appear to show a small degree of mutual exclusion.
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Figure 20. BSE image and EDX maps of the surface of the Ox-Red-Ox sample. While the Cu
map appears more uniform than in Figure 19, the Fe map is still showing significant variations

Figure 21. BSE image and EDX maps of the surface of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample; the dashed
line in the BSD image separates Cu-region regions with the nanoscale layered structure on the
left from the Fe-rich regions that appear smoother
3.3.2 Overview of SEM Imaging of Cross-Sectioned Specimens
As shown by the CSLM and XRD results, the OC’s morphology and phase content of CuFe2O4
spinel and alumina were negligibly altered during the first oxidation treatment, suggesting that the
as-received material cannot be oxidized further under these conditions. SEM analysis was
performed on cross-sectioned grains within these particles in the vicinity of the particles’ centers
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on as-received samples and after each exposure. SEM images of cross-sectioned samples are
shown in Figure 22 and 22. Other than some thermal effects such as fractures (not shown), no
significant microstructural alterations were observed by SEM in the Ox sample.
The Ox-Red sample exhibited profound microstructural alterations visible within the crosssectioned grains, as seen in Figure 23. These alterations were accompanied by altered chemical
distributions, which are substantiated by the XRD spectrum of this sample. SEM BSD images
indicate that phase separation was occurring within the spinel grains via a visible formation of
layered lighter and darker layers where previously the grains were uniform in brightness (Figure
23, Ox). These images also showed the formation of nanoscale voids within the grains, which may
be due to a coalescence of oxygen vacancies that form as the oxygen diffused out of the spinel.
Analysis of the Ox-Red-Ox sample revealed that the microstructure within the cross-sectioned
grains more closely resembled the as-received sample than the Ox-Red sample (Figure 23).
However, the microstructure was noticeably altered, as the nanoscale voids were reduced but did
not disappear during the second reduction, suggesting that they are driving the “one-way” volume
increase that occurs during the first reduction treatment.
The final sample (Ox-Red-Ox-Red) is similar to the Ox-Red sample, exhibiting differentiation
within the grain. However, the scale for the layered regions appears to be finer than in the Ox-Red
sample.
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Figure 22. SEM image of a cross section of the as-received sample; the light grey regions are the
spinel, darker grey are alumina grains, and the black are pores; the numbers are where
wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy was performed (data not shown)

Figure 23. SEM cross section images of the altered spinel grains on the interior of the particle
after each exposure condition
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3.3.3 SEM-EDX Line Scans of Cross-Sectioned Specimens
SEM imaging and EDX line scans were used to characterize the distribution of the chemical
components within cross-sectioned grains of the as-received and exposed OCs. Higher
magnification was utilized in an effort to correlate chemical distributions on the line scans with
sub-micron microstructural features visible in the images.
For EDX line scans, the elements were normalized to include only O, Al, Fe, and Cu. Elements
that were detected but omitted include C and Cl as these are present in the mounting epoxy. Pd
was also excluded since it was used to coat the samples to prevent charging during SEM analysis.
The line scans from the as-received grain (Figure 24) and the Ox grain (Figure 25) show that
negligible chemical and structural change occurred after three hours in oxidation. This supports
the XRD data that also showed a negligible change after this treatment (Figure 16).
The line scans from the Ox-Red (Figure 26) sample showed significant changes in chemistry
compared to the as-received and Ox samples. It is apparent that the Cu-rich regions are
anticorrelated with the Fe-rich regions in this sample, with the Cu appearing to correlate with the
bright structure in the image in the higher magnification scan (Figure 27); however it should be
noted that other similar line scans did not show a correlation between Cu-rich regions in EDX
corresponding to bright regions in the SEM BSD images.
The Ox-Red-Ox sample closely resembled the as-received and Ox samples (Figure 28) in terms of
a nearly uniform distribution of Fe and Cu within grains. This resulting microstructure is also
reflected in the XRD data (Figure 16), which showed that the sample was successfully re-oxidized
to a crystalline phase composition negligibly different from that in the as-received sample. The
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grain’s morphology more closely resembles that of the as-received sample as well compared the
that of the Ox-Red sample. However, some differences can be noted: while the as-received
sample’s grains appeared solid throughout, the Ox-Red-Ox sample’s grains show signs of an
increase in porosity.
In the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample, the cross-sectioned grains resembled those in the Ox-Red sample,
with the bright and dark regions showing a more-developed level of separation (Figure 30). As for
the Ox-Red treatment in Figure 27, it appears that the Cu-rich regions correlate with the bright
phases seen in the SEM BSE image.
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Figure 24. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the as-received sample, showing a
uniform composition across the grain
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Figure 25. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the Ox sample, showing negligible
alteration of the chemistry and microstructure relative to the as-received sample
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Figure 26. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the Ox-Red sample, showing significant
microstructural and chemical alteration; the Fe-rich and Cu-rich regions are anticorrelated, but
they cannot be consistently correlated to the bright and dark regions in the BSE image
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Figure 27. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the Ox-Red sample. Line scan is marked
‘Line Data 14’ above.
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Figure 28. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the Ox-Red-Ox sample, showing similar
chemistry to but different morphology from the as-received and Ox samples
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Figure 29. EDX line scan of a cross-sectioned grain of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample, showing
significant microstructural and chemical alteration
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Figure 30. EDX line scan of a cross section of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample. Line scan is marked
‘Line Data 22’ above.

3h 2nd gen CLC cross sections
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Figure 31. EDX line scan of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample, showing how the copper and oxygen
signals vary inversely with one another. Line scan is marked ‘Line Data 21’ in Figure 30.
In the higher magnification line scans, an important relationship between copper, iron, and oxygen
distribution in this material during these treatments may be seen. Figure 31 shows that, for the OxRed-Ox-Red sample, as the amount of copper in a specific region increases, the amount of oxygen
decreases. This supports the claim that the Cu-bearing phase is more active than the Fe-bearing
phase during reduction. It also agrees with the XRD data (Figure 16) that show metallic Cu is
being produced as the Cu is reduced more than the Fe during both reduction treatments.
The quantitative evidence of Cu/Fe separation from the line scans is apparent qualitatively in the
following EDX maps of the cross-sectioned grains (Figures 22 through 26). The as-received
sample showed alumina grains embedded in the OC material with relatively uniform distributions
of the copper and iron signals. The Ox and Ox-Red-Ox samples show a rather homogeneous
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distribution of copper and iron within the spinel’s grain structure as well (Figure 32 and Figure
34). Meanwhile, the maps of the Ox-Red and Ox-Red-Ox-Red samples show notable
concentrations of both copper and iron (Figure 33 and Figure 35).
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Figure 32. EDX map of the Ox sample, showing minimal alteration. Composite map on the left
contains O, Al, Fe, and Cu overlain with the BSD image.
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Figure 33. EDX map of the Ox-Red sample, showing separation occurring between Fe-rich
regions and Cu-rich regions. Note that the apparent prevalence of Al throughout the image is due
to the lack of alumina grains in this particular area, decreasing the overall range of Al in this
image. Composite map on the left contains O, Al, Fe, and Cu overlain with the BSD image.
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Figure 34. EDX map of the Ox-Red-Ox sample, showing that Cu and Fe are no longer
segregated at the end of the treatment. Composite map on the left contains O, Al, Fe, and Cu
overlain with the BSD image.
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Figure 35. EDX map of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red sample, showing more profound Cu and Fe
separation than in the Ox-Red sample. Composite map on the left contains O, Al, Fe, and Cu
overlain with the BSD image.
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A closer investigation of these concentrated regions of copper and iron within the grain of the OxRed-Ox-Red sample shows that they are anticorrelated (Figure 36), as suggested by the line scans
of these samples (Figure 30). However, correlating these regions of Fe and Cu enrichment with
the brighter and darker layered nanometer-scale structures in the SEM BSD images cannot be
accurately characterized with the tools currently employed for this study due to the limits in
resolution. For that level of characterization, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has the
necessary resolution but was beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 36. High-magnification EDX map of the Ox-Red-Ox-Red specimen showing Cu/Fe
segregation. Composite map on the left contains Fe and Cu overlain with the BSD image.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy for the Assessment of OC Performance
The use of CSLM imaging and measurement for studying CLC and OCs in-situ has only recently
been attempted [2, 25, 30, 31]. This technique has great potential to make significant contributions
to OC research for CLC applications. It allows the material to be scanned and imaged at the singleparticle level in real time during exposure to high temperatures and controlled gaseous
environments and the data may be analyzed to extract information about the particle volume,
surface area, and roughness as a function of time. This technique allows for image and video
recording to be performed throughout the experiment in full color, providing insights into the
subtle changes on the particle’s surface during treatment. This is valuable information in assessing
many of the physical properties of the material and how they relate to the material’s performance
such as particle attrition and agglomeration during treatment.
The CSLM was previously employed at NETL in an experiment to study this OC during a 10cycle redox treatment [25]. The gas switches in that test were rapid relative to the ones in the
present study: the reducing mix had 10 minutes of residence time while the oxidizing mix had 7.5.
The CSLM is more useful in longer exposure conditions as the scan requires some time to
complete. For the present study, the scan took roughly two minutes to perform based on scan
settings and particle size. However, the point may be moot as we observed evidence that physical
changes in the OC were occurring too rapidly to be progressively captured by 3D scans, as
discussed in Section 3.1. Additionally, the measurements of volume, surface area, and roughness
derived from CSLM show some unexplainable trends. The particles’ volume decreased by
different amounts during their first oxidation, despite other factors being constant. This could be
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due to particle-to-particle variation in the as-received material, but this does not explain why the
three samples that underwent a subsequent reduction exposure all had the same volume increase
relative to the original (as-received) volume. In addition, the extreme increase of surface area and
roughness during the same period could not be explained and does not align with the visual
observations of the surface. It is possible that these data are the result of previously unknown errors
that arise from the use of the CSLM. They may also be due to minor variations in particle structure
and composition as they cannot be evaluated on a single-particle basis prior to treatment. However,
this is less likely as in-situ white-light recordings did not show any evidence that the drastic
changes in surface area and roughness were occurring.
Other studies have assessed this OC’s performance in NETL’s pilot-scale, 50-kWth CLC reactor
[3]. They were able to draw helpful conclusions concerning particle durability and agglomeration
in the floating bed system as well as provide feedback on ways to optimize the manufacturing
process of the OC for this application. However, the study could not study particle changes in-situ
either qualitatively or quantitatively.
Previous studies have utilized techniques such as thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to study
reaction kinetics in-situ. While this is an effective method of characterizing the reaction, it may
not capture certain aspects of the process. One that was considered for this study is the oxygen
gradient that may be present when there is a deep reservoir of particles. It is suspected that an
oxygen gradient may form as the particles closer to the surface are oxidized and reduced more than
those at the bottom due to their proximity to the reaction gas. This may prevent all particles of the
OC from fully reacting, which would affect the outcome of the experiment. In industrial CLC
conditions, the particles would be in a floating bed system: a trough with small holes in the bottom
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through which the reaction gas is rapidly fed into the reactor, causing particles smaller than a given
size to float. This technique maximizes their access to the reaction gas. That is the reasoning
behind why the particles are placed in a monolayer for CSLM treatments.
The CSLM method provides an additional, complementary characterization method of OCs for
CLC applications is an addition. It is able to take the place of traditional heat and gas treatments
without affecting the overall workflow of the material’s characterization. Simultaneously, it can
assess the material’s performance and response to changing gas conditions in-situ. However,
further studies to determine the reliability of the volume and surface area measurements should be
made.
4.2 Post-Exposure Characterization
While there was clear evidence of reduction from both the SEM EDX and XRD data, there are
discrepancies when these data are compared to the thermodynamic model of this system (Figure 7
in Section 1.4). Metallic iron and copper were both expected to form during reducing exposures.
While XRD confirmed the formation of metallic copper during both reducing treatments, there
was no evidence of metallic iron or another Fe-rich phase forming during this period.
SEM EDX analysis showed some evidence of a Fe-rich phase forming on the surface. Given the
low abundance of other elements in the phase (Figure 21 in Section 3.3.1), it may be metallic.
However, this cannot be confirmed due to the lack of XRD evidence to support it. Since the phase
was only observed on the surface and not the cross-section, it is likely that an insufficient quantity
of it formed to produce a measurable signal.
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As mentioned in Section 4.1, it is important to consider the effects of oxygen gradients in this
system. These gradients will have a significant effect on the kinetics of the reaction. The absence
of evidence of the formation of thermodynamically stable Fe-bearing phases likely indicates that
those phases require more residence time in order to form compared to the Cu-bearing phases.
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5. Conclusions
This study was meant to contribute to the understanding of physical degradation, oxygen exchange
capacity, rate of oxygen exchange, temperatures of exchange, and how these changes occur in time
for NETL’s 2nd Generation OC. In this study, samples of spinel OCs made from CuFe2O4 and
supported with internal grains of α-Al2O3 were treated in high-temperature cyclic oxidationreduction conditions to assess their ability to exchange oxygen for the purpose of improving the
efficiency of fossil fuel power plants. This material was designed by NETL for the express purpose
of researching its applicability in CLC applications. Individual particles of the OC were studied
in-situ during the oxidation and reduction treatments with a CSLM in order to collect data on how
the exterior and physical dimensions of the particles were changing. Following the treatments,
XRD was performed on pulverized samples of the OC and the OC surfaces and cross sections were
analyzed using SEM EBS imaging and SEM-EDX in order to determine what chemical and
microstructural changes had occurred.
The OC was substantially altered by the reaction conditions. Both XRD and EDX data give
evidence that the material alternated between a reduced state and an oxidized state, depending on
which gas mix was last used in the treatment. These reaction conditions were able to transform the
material efficiently between these two states.
In the reduced state, copper and iron were observed to concentrate in regions that were
anticorrelated with each other. This may be due to their different reaction kinetics within the
reducing environment, as the Cu-bearing phases were observed to be more altered in this
environment. This is supported by the presence of reduced Cu-rich phases (including metallic Cu)
in the XRD spectra of the Ox-Red and Ox-Red-Ox-Red samples. Further evidence was found in
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some EDX line scans that showed that oxygen and copper were anticorrelated. This supports the
theory that copper is more active in the oxygen carrier than the iron.
Correlation of elemental concentrations to morphological features at the sub-microscale could not
be performed conclusively with the techniques used in this study. The nanoscale layered structures
within the spinel grains are too small to be accurately probed with XRD or SEM-EDX. In order to
accurately characterize their compositions relative to adjacent phases and background, TEM
analysis is required and that lies beyond the scope of the present study.
Despite the fact that sample chemistry could be consistently alternated between two states, its
morphology was affected in a progressive manner. When the chemistry reverted to one negligibly
different from the as-received sample following the Ox-Red-Ox treatment, nanometer-scale pores
were observed forming within the cross-sectioned grains. These pores likely formed as a result of
cation interdiffusion while the Cu- and Fe-bearing phases were separating during reduction or as
a result of oxygen diffusion through the grain to its surface.
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6. Suggestions for Future Work
There are many avenues for future studies in the development of this OC. The work presented here
suggests the following directions could be promising:
•

The application of the CSLM technique to OCs could be further developed and improved
by expanding the number of particles studied for each condition or by performing a
benchmark study of a more uniformly structured model OC. These studies may improve
the accuracy of the data collected and provide explanations for the inexplicable trends in
the CSLM volume, surface area, and roughness measurements seen in this study.

•

A CSLM experiment could also be accompanied by TGA in an attempt to correlate the
physical changes observed in the CSLM with mass changes at the same time in the reaction
and provide greater insight into reaction kinetics.

•

An analysis of the porosity of the particles after each treatment would provide a
quantitative result for how the particles’ internal surface area is changing during the
reactions and if there is a loss of usable surface area for oxygen exchange over time.

•

TEM could be used to characterize both the phases and the distributions of the major
components on the nanometer-scale structures that develop within the OC grains during
reduction.
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